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ABSTRACT 

Data clustering refers to the method of grouping data into 

different groups depending on their characteristics. This grouping 

brings an order in the data and hence further processing on this 

data is made easier. This paper explains the clustering process 

using the simplest of clustering algorithms - the K-Means. The 

novelty of the paper comes from the fact that it shows a way to 

perform clustering in Microsoft Excel 2007 without using macros, 

through the innovative use of what-if analysis.  The paper also 

shows that, image processing operations can be done in excel and 

all operations except displaying an image do not require a macro. 

The paper gives a solution to the problem of reading an image in 

excel by introducing a user defined add-in. The paper also has 

explained and implemented image segmentation as an application 

of clustering. This paper aims at showing that Microsoft Excel is a 

great tool as far as technical learning is concerned for the fact 

that, it can implement almost all algorithms and processes, and is 

very successful in providing the first hand exposure to an novice 

student. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is of no doubt that, information is the driving force of the 

world. But what is information: To be exact, it is a collection of 

meaningful data. Each day in the world of computing is 

manipulating on billions of data to extract some information from 

them. The data acts like an ideal gas literally, and they tend to fill 

the best and largest storage in no time. Hence managing data is a 

complex job. Grouping them into different groups as soon as they 

are obtained will bring an order in the data .This will help in 

reducing the computation complexity required in further 

processing and managing it. The word “Data clustering” refers to 

the process of partitioning a set of data into a set of meaningful 

sub classes called clusters. Data clustering has immense number 

of applications in every field of life. One important application of 

clustering is in the field of data mining. Data mining is the 

process of discovering meaningful new correlation, patterns and 

trends by sifting through large amounts of data, using pattern 

recognition technologies as well as statistical and mathematical 

techniques. Clustering is often one of the first steps in data mining 

analysis. It identifies groups of related records that can be used as 

a starting point for exploring further relationships. For example, 

in case of detection of diseases like tumors, the scanned pictures 

or the x-rays is subjected to hierarchical clustering. Here clusters 

are formed using a variety of images available for a specific part 

of the body along with valid records. Such clusters are created for 

all body parts. Now the tumor affected part in the body is located 

by comparing the test image with the images in these clusters. 

Once the body part is located, image is sent to that specific 

matching cluster and matched with all the images in that 

particular cluster. Now the image, with which the query image has 

the most similarities, is retrieved and the record associated to that 

image is taken. Using this technique really fine tumor can be 

detected [1]. By using clustering an enormous amount of time in 

finding the exact match from the database is reduced.   

In the management side, a normal requirement of predicting the 

sales of a product at different cities is achieved by clustering 

demographically similar cities. Another application of clustering 

is load balancing in application servers. Load balancing is an 

enterprise-level feature in which the application server 

automatically alternates requests among the server instances in a 

cluster. Clustering enables application servers to route requests to 

a running server instance when the original server instance goes 

down [1]. Clustering is also used to improve the performance (i.e. 

perplexity) of language models as well as to compress language 

models [2]. 

Here we have explained on how to implement one of the simplest 

of the clustering algorithms, the K-Means. This is done with the 

help of two add-in packages available with Microsoft Excel - the 

Solver and What-If analysis. As an application of clustering, the 

details regarding, how segmentation of a picture using clustering 

can be implemented in Microsoft Excel is explained with this 

paper. 

 

1.1 Microsoft Excel 
Microsoft Excel is a basic learning tool of great potential. Excel‟s 

forte is performing numerical calculations, organize data, compare 

as well present data graphically [8]. Using Excel it is possible to 

implement almost all algorithms and thus helps the learner to get 

an exposure about the functionality of the algorithm. To an extend 

it is true to say that Excel is an intelligent software except that, it 

is only as intelligent as the user. Excel package provides with it a 

large amount of features, most of them as add-in packages. In our 

paper we are mainly concerned about two of the add-in packages 

– the “Solver” and the “What-If Analysis”. We have also utilized 

the conditional formatting to provide a look and feel to the 

display of output. 

“Solver” is basically an optimization problem solver which takes 

an objective function and a set of constraints and provides back 
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an optimum solution i.e. best values for the variables by which the 

objective function is made of so that the objective function is 

minimized or maximized(which is user requirement). The "best" 

or optimal solution may mean maximizing profits, minimizing 

costs, or achieving the best possible quality. 

“What-If Analysis” feature helps in executing the same set of 

operations for different inputs and then records or prints the 

outputs for each of those input sets. This makes life easier by 

reducing the workload of doing the same set of operations for 

different input sets manually. The implications of What-If analysis 

were understood from [5], [6].  

Conditional Formatting is a method by which specific operation 

like highlight interesting cells or ranges of cells, emphasize 

unusual values, visualize data by using data bars, color scales, and 

icon set, doing some mathematical manipulation etc are easily 

implemented, depending on the rule set defined for that specific 

set of cells. This rule sets will be active all the time i.e. When cell 

values are changed the rules are reapplied. 

 

2. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS 
The performances given by clustering algorithms are heavily 

dependent on the spread of the data and for this reason there are 

more than one clustering algorithms which are developed over 

time. Some of them include the K-Means, K-Medoids, the EM 

algorithm, different types of linkage methods, the mean-shift 

algorithm, algorithms that minimize some graph-cut criteria etc. 

Thus it is true to say that, a universal clustering algorithm remains 

an elusive goal. 

 

2.1 K-means Clustering 
K-means clustering is one of the basic clustering algorithms in the 

machine learning domain. The inference of this algorithm is based 

on the value of „k‟ which is the number of clusters that can be 

found in an n-dimensional dataset. Usually the value of „k‟ is 

assumed or known a-priori. In k-means algorithm, since it is 

considered that there is „k‟ number of clusters; we consider that 

there are „k‟ number of cluster means (cluster centers), where the 

cluster mean is the average of all the data-points falling under 

each cluster. The end result of the k-means clustering algorithm is 

that each data point in the data-set is grouped into „k‟ clusters 

around the „k‟ cluster means. If the data points are tightly 

surrounding the cluster means, then it is considered as a highly 

cohesive and good cluster, else it is not. Hence the cluster 

compactness forms the metric of quality of the k-means algorithm. 

Thus as per [7] we can define a measure of cluster compactness as 

the total distance of each data point of a cluster from the cluster 

mean which is given by, 
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where the cluster mean is defined as 
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m = z  is the total number of points allocated to 

cluster k. The parameter kiz is an indicator variable indicating the 

suitability of the ith data point ix  to be a part of the kth cluster. 

The suitability is determined by considering points at a minimum 

distance to the cluster mean to be a part of the cluster. The value 

of the indicator variable can be considered to be 1 when the ith 

data point falls in the kth cluster and for the other situations as 

0.Again from [7], the total goodness of the clustering will then be 

based on the sum of the cluster compactness measures for each of 

the „k‟ clusters. Using the indicator variables kiz  then we can 

define the overall cluster goodness as: 
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Now the objective of the algorithm is to find an optimum kx  for 

the above equation so that the value of Kε (the measure of overall 

cluster quality) reaches its minimum.  

 

2.1.1 The Simplified Algorithm 
The simplified algorithm for performing the k-means clustering 

can be given in the form of an iterative minimization of the 

overall measure of cluster quality K . It can be elaborated in the 

following steps: 

1. Given the value of „k‟, choose „k‟ arbitrary cluster 

means kx  and find all indicator parameters kiz  for 

each of the cluster means. This is essentially done by 

putting kiz  as „1‟ if the ith data point has minimum 

distance to the kth cluster mean compared to the distance 

from all the other cluster means and „0‟ if it is not at 

minimum distance. 

2.  Calculate the overall metric  

2
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3. Minimize the overall metric by assuming a new set of 

cluster means. 

4. For the new set of cluster means calculate the new 

indicator parameter values as described in Step 1. 

5. For the new set of cluster means and indicator 

parameter values, recalculate the new overall metric. 

6. Repeat Steps 3 to 5 until K  converges.         

 

2.2  Implementation Details for K-Means 

Clustering 
Clustering, as the name says is the process of grouping of data. In 

our case we take a group of data point in two dimensions. Let‟s 

assume data two dimensional data points as (3,13), (3, 10), (8,7), 

(5,2), (5,4), (2,11), (5,4),(2,14), (6,2),(4,2), (10,8), (8,9), (10,9), 

(10,12). 
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Figure 1. Data points 

 

The data points are assumed here suitability such that the three 

distinct clusters can be identified easily (even visually). It must be 

kept in mind that the real time data points will not always provide 

such a visual advantage. Clustering can be done on any N 

dimensional data and for any data groups with any sought of 

compactness. 

 

 
 

Figure 2. XY Plot of Data points 

 

The K –Means algorithm starts with the initial assumption of K. 

Here we have assumed K as 3. Since K = 3, we have 3 cluster 

centers and they are initialized with random points. Lets the initial 

points assumed be (4, 4), (5, 12), (10, 6). This is entered in the 

separate cells in Microsoft excel sheet as shown in the figure 3 

below.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Cluster Center’s (Initially assumed) 

 

Figure 4 is a plot of initial cluster centers and the data points. This 

is obtained by selecting the range of the data points (C7:D20) and 

three cluster points separately (X=F8, Y=G8), (X=H8, Y=I8) and 

(X=J8, Y=K8) and then plotting it using XY plot available with 

excel. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Cluster Center’s (Initially assumed) 

 

In K-Means algorithm the objective is to minimize the 

term
2

( )

1 1

k n
j

i j

j i

X C , where iX is the data point 

belonging to the cluster and jC is the cluster center (centroid). 

For this reason, as the next step we need to find out the Euclidian 

distance of the each data point with all the centroids (cluster 

centers). Here, for easiness we utilize the “What-If Analysis” 

feature available with excel. As a prerequisite for “What-If 

Analysis” we need to make available a structure as shown below, 

where the X and Y values for the chosen index will be taken from 

the table shown in figure 1. The index value will be provided in 

the cell G11 and the corresponding X and Y values are obtained 

in the cells I11 and J11. The formula used in I11 is 

=INDEX(C7:C20,$G$11,1) and formula in J11 is 

=INDEX(D7:D20,$G$11,1). 

 

 

 

Figure 5. A requirement for what if analysis 

 

We have 14 data points in our example and need to find the 

distance (Euclidian distance) of all the points with each of the 

assumed cluster centers.  The below figure shows table 

structure designed to find out the different Euclidian distances 

using the “What-If Analysis” [5], [6]. 
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Figure 6. Assignment of clusters 

 

For “What-If Analysis”, values 1 to 14 are written in leftmost 

column M (M7 to M20) as shown in the above screenshot of the 

table. In the first row of the second column(i.e. Cell N7), type the 

formula to find the Euclidian distance of centroid 1 from data 

point 1, i.e.=SQRT(($I$11-$F$8)^2+($J$11-$G$8)^2),  when 

“INDEX OF CURRENT POINT” is set to 1, $F$8 $I$11 will 

refer to the, X coordinate of the data point 1 and  $J$11will  refer 

to the, Y coordinate of the data point 1. The $F$8 holds the X 

value of cluster center 1 and $G$8 holds the y value of cluster 

center 1.Similarly in the third column(i.e. cell O7)  type the 

formula for finding distance of second centroid with the data 

point 1. i.e. =SQRT(($I$11-$H$8)^2+($J$11-$I$8)^2). In the 

next column (i.e. cell P7) do find the distance with the third 

centroid. i.e. =SQRT(($I$11-$J$8)^2+($J$11-$K$8)^2). In the 

last but one‟s column find out the class to which the data point 1 

belongs. The formula used to obtain this is - 

=IF(MIN(N7:P7)=N7,"Cluster1",IF(MIN(N7:P7)=O7,"Cluster2",

"Cluster3")), here MIN(N7:P7) takes the minimum distance from 

the distances calculated for the selected data point with the all the 

three cluster centers, 1 ,2 and 3. The formula also implements the 

functionality finding out from which column the minimum value 

comes. I.e. if the minimum comes from the second column we 

assign the point to “Cluster 1”, if it comes from the third column 

we assign this point as a “Cluster 2” point and else if it comes 

from the fourth column, we assign “Cluster3”. This is done in 

order to assign the point to a particular cluster. The “What-If 

Analysis “ will do the above mentioned operations for all the 

point by changing the index value of the table shown in figure 5 

from 1 to 14 and corresponding results are assigned to the cells 

from S7:S20. 

 Now we need to explicitly find out and keep the 

minimum distance of each point from among the three cluster 

centers. This calculation is what is being done in the last column. 

In the column labeled „Minimum distance” we calculate the sum 

of minimum distances obtained for all the data point. Now we 

calculate the sum of the above calculated minimum distance 

values for all the points as shown in figure 6. The K-Means 

algorithm specifies to minimize the above mentioned sum of 

distances to the nearest cluster centers. The minimization is done 

with the help of “Solver” feature available with excel. A “Solver” 

basically solves an optimization problem (minimization or 

maximization problem) subjected to a set of constraints. The 

figure 7 depicts on, how to find optimal cluster centers using 

solver. As figure 7 show, the cell corresponding to the label “Set 

Target cells” is assigned with the excel cell address whose content 

value has to be minimized. Here it is $T$21 (objective function) 

and the cells corresponding to the label “By Changing Cells” 

should be provided with the address of cells whose value has to 

be changed/adjusted  in order to achieve the minimization. Here it 

is $F$8:$K$8. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Assigning “Solver” inputs 

 

On clicking the “Solve‟ button, the optimal values for all three 

centroids are obtained. The solver achieves this by incrementing 

or decrementing the values of the assumed cluster centers by 

small factor (this factor can be specified as a Solver parameter). 

Any change in the cluster center will reflect in the allocation of 

data points to the clusters. [This is a feature of What-If Analysis 

add-in]. After solving we can see that the cluster centers will 

come close to the center of corresponding clusters. The 

reallocation of data points can be seen in figure 9. Figure 8 shows 

the minimized distances value and optimal cluster centers. 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 8. (a) Minimized distance, (b) Optimal cluster centers 
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The new cluster centers obtained are (5.218, 3.667), (3.615, 

10.461), (9.478, 8.750). The XY plot of the new cluster centers is 

shown in figure 10. From figure 10 it can be seen that the optimal 

cluster centers have moved more close to the center of each 

cluster. 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Optimal clusters assignment 

 

We can then plot the final points which are the optimal cluster 

centers as show in the figure 10. In figure 10 we can see that, 

three clusters are recognized. This is because the value of „k‟ in 

our example is 3. It must be kept in mind that „k‟ can be any 

higher value, and as „k‟ increases the number of clusters which 

are recognized by the algorithm will also increase. 

 
 

Figure 10. XY Plot of Data points and Optimal Cluster centers 

2.3 An Application of Clustering 
Image segmentation, an important problem in computer vision, is 

often formulated as a clustering problem. A color picture is made 

of three components R (Red), G (green) and B (components).  As 

mentioned previously clustering groups the different similar data 

points depending on the Euclidian distance of its property values 

in property space. Here we have selected a color image and has 

clustered different colors in a picture. The number of clusters 

created will be dependent on the value of „k‟. Here we have 

chosen k = 4, since there are four colors in the considered image. 

Due to the easiness to implement here we have chosen k-means 

algorithm for color component clustering. First of all we need to 

read the image to be clustered into excel sheet. This will give the 

corresponding pixel values(R, G and B) for the image. Reading of 

image is done well within excel by using a user defined add-in 

named “loadImageArray”. The add-in is made available at [4]. 

The add-in was developed using C# [3].The add-in once installed 

can be obtain from the functions tab of excel as shown below. 

 

 
 

Figure 11. Image description of selecting “loadImageArray” 

 

Once you select the template, we can see “loadImageArray” 

popping up in the function list. On selecting this function one can 

see the below given popup window. It will ask for four arguments 

– Location of image (should be given within double quotes), 

length of image, width of image and finally the color component 

you are interested in. i.e. Give 1 for  acquiring red, 2 for acquiring  

green and 3 for acquiring blue pixels of the image. 

 

 
 

Figure 12.  “loadImageArray” - details input screen 

 

On clicking “ok”, the first pixel will be shown in the selected cell 

of the excel sheet. Beginning from that cell, select a range 100 x 

69 cells (for this example). Now select the formula in the starting 

cell where the pixel value was printed cell and press “Ctrl + Alt + 

Enter”. Now we will get all the pixel value for red component. Do 

this same process to obtain the green and blue component by 

giving 2 and 3 in place of 1. As a second step we can plot this 

picture (Apples). This can be done by suitably coloring the 

corresponding cells of an excel sheet by the color we obtain from 

the pixel value combination(R, G and B which was obtained in 

three different sheets). We have achieved this coloring of excel 
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cells by using a small macro. Finally reduces the row height and 

column width of the excel cells to small values so that the image 

can be seen in the required size. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Apples (Input image for clustering) 

 

We have the image pixel values for R, G and B components, read 

and stored in excel file in separate sheets. Now we can move to 

segmentation of pixel values. This segmentation is done using k-

means clustering. Thus the first process, we need to do is to 

randomly select the cluster centers (centroids). The values 

selected should be within the range 0- 255 since pixel values can 

only be in this range. Here we have selected four cluster centers 

since we are interested in clustering 4 color including one white 

background and hence k=4.  Lets this be (66, 76, 45), (240, 230, 

44), (44, 113, 110) and (5, 5, 200). This is entered in the separate 

cells as shown in the figure 14.  

 

 
 

Figure 14. Cluster Center’s (Initially assumed) 

 

The data points which has to be clustered here is the pixel values 

of the image (Apple). Now for convenience the pixel values 

obtained for the image is printed on to a single column excel file 

as shown in figure 16 (red, green, blue pixels values should be in 

different columns). The available data is written in the format to 

help “what if analysis”.   

 
 

Figure 15. Test data 

Now just as mentioned in k-means implementation description, 

we make an arrangement, where in the R, G and B values are 

acquired from the table in figure 15 by providing the index 

values. This arrangement is shown in figure 16. 

 
 

Figure 16. A requirement for what if analysis 

 

Now as mentioned in normal K–means implementation we obtain 

the distance of the each data point (pixel value) from all the 

assumed centroid point. For each data point, find the minimum 

among the distances to all the four clusters and print it in the last 

column of the table in figure 17.  The sum of these, minimum 

distances is found out and this is the objective function (value) 

which is to be minimized. Figure 17 illustrates the whole process 

of obtaining the Total distance to be minimized. 

 

 
 

Figure 17. Total distance to be minimized 

 

Now we utilize “Solver” to find out an optimal value for R, G and 

B for each of the centroids. The optimum values of the centroid 

points found by minimizing the sum of distances to the nearest 

centroid points is shown in the below figure. 

 

 
 

Figure 18. Optimized centroid values 

 

Due to use of “What-If Analysis”, once the cluster centers 

(centroids) are changed the allocation of data point to the clusters 

also changes automatically. Now we plot the segmented image of 

"Apples” by assigning different user interested colors to the points 
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belonging to different clusters. This is also done with the help of a 

macro. The segmented image is obtained as shown in figure 19. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 19. Clustered / Segmented Image 

3. CONCLUSION 
Data Clustering or grouping together of similar data comes useful 

in all real world data processing applications. This paper deals 

with the implementation of k-Means clustering in Microsoft Excel 

2007 with the help of “What-If Analysis” and “Solver” add-in 

packages available by default. As an application of clustering, this 

paper explains, how image segmentation can be done in Microsoft 

Excel. The paper also explains on newly developed add-in which 

can read any image and obtain the pixel values for red, green and 

blue component of the image. Thus it is shown that the whole set 

of image processing operations such as reading, processing and 

printing of image can be done in excel. Above all this paper 

stressed on the potential of Microsoft Excel as a scientific 

learning tool. 
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